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HOME OWNERSHIP - AFFORDABILITY 
Motion 

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. 

HON GIZ WATSON (North Metropolitan) [5.39 pm]:  Before the debate was adjourned for questions without 
notice, I was addressing the issue of who in our community was most in need of help regarding affordable 
housing.  It is clear that government policy can and must discriminate between people who deserve support and 
investors who might simply be adding another home to their investment portfolio.  Relief from stamp duty 
appears to be the first option that the Greens (WA) might support, preferably only for first-home owners who 
meet a means test.  To ensure that the government does not unlawfully discriminate, it might want to return the 
stamp duty as a subsidy in its own right.  That would be a mechanism to achieve that outcome in a non-
discriminatory way.  As renting becomes an increasingly likely option for accommodation for more people, we 
must speed up our efforts to make this option formal and safe.  In the light of my comments about the amount of 
time it has taken to deal with the review of the Residential Tenancies Act, the questions I have just been given 
answers to concern me deeply.  The public comment period of the statutory review closed in December 2002, 
which is more than five years ago.  I understand from an answer I was given to a question I asked that a review 
resulted in the two issues being split.  The issue of long-term caravan park tenancies was dealt with first, and we 
supported the bill that was passed through the house not all that long ago.  It is concerning that in answer to a 
question I asked, the Minister for Consumer Protection has indicated that it is anticipated that the report of the 
review of the Residential Tenancies Act, which was recommenced in mid-2004, will be considered by the 
government in due course and that once the government has endorsed the report, it will be tabled in Parliament.  
I suggest that that means the government does not know when the review will be finished because there is no 
time frame on it.  It is like saying it will be completed in the fullness of time.  It sounds like a Yes Minister 
answer to me.  That is an unreasonable response from the Minister for Consumer Protection.  It is reasonable to 
give some indication of when the report will be completed, not the least for the benefit of current tenants and 
people who have lobbied long and hard for that act to be properly reviewed and for changes to be implemented.  
To simply say that the government will consider it in due course and that once it has endorsed the report it will 
be tabled in Parliament does not provide any indication of a commitment or a timeline. 
Should any first buyers be assisted?  Maybe only those purchasing houses below a certain value should be 
assisted.  What type of houses should we assist people to purchase?  Environmental factors can and should be 
included in government policy to support home owners who purchase sustainable housing and who consider the 
impact their houses will have.  Consideration should be given to environmental sustainability by the provision of 
rainwater tanks, natural cooling features, alternative energy sources and environmentally friendly building 
standards.  It should be a matter of course and a matter of policy for affordable housing that the government 
require those criteria to be met in the building of all government housing stock.  Government assistance should 
favour houses that achieve those outcomes.  Many members would have visited the sustainable houses at 
Subiaco and, like me, would have been encouraged that there are very feasible ways of building sustainable 
houses.  We must support those types of proposals and withdraw our support for other residential construction 
that wastes energy, land and water.  The cost factor must become at least a secondary factor to those 
environmental standards.  The government has a particular role to play in supporting the research and 
development of environmentally sustainable buildings. 
The latest flexible solar panels currently produce only between one and 150 watts but the indications are that the 
next generation of solar panels could potentially be applied to all roofs that are built in the future.  These 
technologies deserve financial assistance and should link to the types of initiatives that my colleague Hon Paul 
Llewellyn has been working on to require all new buildings to be fitted with solar hot-water systems.  That is an 
excellent initiative.  Israel has legislation that requires solar hot-water systems to be fitted.  The application of 
hot-water systems can increase the uptake of solar hot-water systems in Perth from about 25 per cent of homes to 
about 80 per cent of homes, which is the uptake in Israel.  Obviously solar hot-water systems cannot be fitted to 
all dwellings, such as apartments or multiple occupancy dwellings.  However, we can achieve somewhere 
between a 25 and 30 per cent reduction in household energy consumption by requiring all buildings to have a 
solar hot-water system.  That is the rate of reduction that would be achieved if all buildings installed a hot-water 
system.  The government could have done a lot better in mandating and subsidising environmental standards for 
all new dwellings to be erected in WA.  Those standards should be made a requirement to receive assistance for 
affordable housing. 
Housing affordability and sustainability must be combined through government policy.  It is about the 
sustainability of our cities for the future.  A bipartisan parliamentary report produced by the House of 
Representatives Standing Committee on Environment and Heritage entitled “Sustainable Cities” was published 
in September 2005.  The 187-page report details a litany of environmental statistics that paint a damning picture 
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of extensive unsustainable environmental practices in many of our cities.  I will not go into that in detail, but I 
encourage members to read it.  Another report entitled “Cities Worth Living in: a Bipartisan Report Calling for 
Action to Create Sustainable Cities” is a very useful analysis of what can be done to increase environmental 
sustainability in building practices.  The report makes 32 recommendations, including the scrapping of tax 
breaks for company or lease cars; lowering tariff concessions on imported four-wheel drives; boosting 
commonwealth funding for state public transport systems, especially the city rail networks; federal funding for 
cycle paths; and the establishment of a new Australian sustainability commission to oversee these changes 
nationally.  The report contains great ideas and recommendations.  One of the recommendations focuses on 
home ownership.  It was recommended to increase the first home owner grant to $10 000 for only those people 
who buy greener houses.  I wholeheartedly support such calls and urge the government to assess these 
recommendations for their possible implementation in Western Australia.  I recommend that the minister read 
that report. 
Unsurprisingly, the WACOSS pre-budget submission refers specifically to not only first home ownership but 
also appropriate housing.  I will share with members the WACOSS proposal that was not reflected in the 
government’s budget.  The pre-budget WACOSS submission made recommendations regarding the provision of 
appropriate housing for priority groups, including an increase in social and community crisis housing for 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, women, young people, people with mental illness and prisoners 
exiting the justice system.  No specific budget allocation has come to my attention to specifically address those 
calls from WACOSS.  WACOSS recommended that the state government commit to support the WA 
community housing strategic plan 2003-08 to encourage a more viable and financially independent community 
housing sector.  It recommended also that the state government provide an additional $2.5 million each year to 
community housing for four years from July 2005 and that this funding be targeted to emerging community 
housing key providers, including allowing a portion to be set aside for the development of affordable 
development projects.  On the issue of increasing investment in public housing, the submission recommended 
that the state government commit to meeting the demand for public housing, as indicated by the waiting list, by 
2025, and to increasing housing stock by 660 extra dwellings per year at a cost of $122 million per year, 
resulting in an increase from 34 955 to 48 153 by 2025.  I am not aware of any specific budget allocations for 
dealing with this matter. 
I refer to two further matters.  Firstly, transport costs and the cost of fuel are issues that are critically related to 
housing affordability.  I refer to a study carried out at Griffith University and published in July 2006 entitled 
“Shocking the Suburbs: Urban Location, Housing Debt and Oil Vulnerability in the Australian City”.  The study 
formed part of an urban research program and examined the vulnerability of suburbs to increasing oil prices.  
Page 26 of the study refers specifically to Perth.  It states -  

The areas of Perth that demonstrated the highest concentration of high VAMPIRE - 
This is an acronym that stands for vulnerability assessment for mortgage, petrol and inflation risks and 
expenditure; I reckon it is a great acronym. 
Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich:  Do you reckon they got the acronym first and then worked back? 
Hon GIZ WATSON:  Yes, they worked out the words to match it; I am sure they did.  They probably did it 
over a few beers, or perhaps a couple of red wines!  The study states - 

The areas of Perth that demonstrated the highest concentration of high VAMPIRE scores were found in 
a broad arc - 

Not surprisingly - 
of outer and fringe areas including most of the growth corridors.  Within this arc of generally high 
mortgage and oil vulnerability were concentrations that deserve mention.  These include Merriwa, 
Kinross, Joondalup, and Wannaroo in the north, Marangaroo and Beechbro in the north-east, Janebrook, 
Greenmount, High Wycombe, Forest Field in the east and Armadale, Huntingdale, Success, Munster 
and Yangebup in the southeast and south. 

I refer to the second part of the study, entitled “Oil Vulnerability in the Australian City”, and the discussion that 
appears on page 23.  It states - 

This paper began with a discussion about the likely impact of higher fuel prices on Australian cities and 
the distribution of these impacts.  It is clear from the analysis that we have presented that the socio-
economic impacts of rising fuel costs are likely to be unevenly distributed across Australian cities and 
across the populations of these cities.  Within each of Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne, it is invariably 
those households that are located in socio-economically disadvantaged outer-suburban locations that 
will be most vulnerable to current high and potential future rising petrol prices.  By comparison those 
localities in central and inner areas will be relatively less socio-economically disadvantaged as a result 
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of rising fuel given the geography of employment particularly for high-wage sectors, which is 
concentrated in the CBD of most Australian cities. 
The reason why rising fuel costs will fall more greatly on lower socio-economic suburban groups in 
outer suburban areas are twofold.  First, socio-economic vulnerability already places these households 
at greater risk of adverse impacts from any economic change, such as industrial restructuring, rising 
interest rates, increasing unemployment or workplace deregulation.  Second, however, the specifically 
greater dependence on automobiles for urban travel is the critical factor that places these households at 
much greater risk from rising fuel prices. 

The point I am making is that in examining the provision of affordable housing, it must be acknowledged that 
rising fuel price trends will make outer suburbs unsuitable for affordable housing.  The people who will need 
affordable housing - vulnerable people from lower socioeconomic groups - will be caught in a trap of rising fuel 
prices and increasingly unaffordable housing in those areas. 
I refer to a recent article that appeared in The Sunday Times on 18 March and caught my attention.  Western 
Australia has a healthy economy and is one of the most comfortable places for people to live, provided they 
happen to have a house.  I think this article is an indictment of the way in which outside organisations are 
stepping in to play roles that the Greens (WA) argue should be the role of any responsible government.  It 
states - 

An international Christian organisation is attempting to heal Perth’s housing affordability crisis. 
In a first for WA, Habitat for Humanity Australia will build affordable houses and offer no-interest 
loans, with owner-occupiers required to supply labour as “sweat equity”. 

Habitat for Humanity International is a non-profit Christian organisation, which wants to eliminate slum 
dwelling and homelessness from the world. 

So it has brought its cause to Perth.  I will not quote the entire article, but a member of the organisation is quoted 
as saying - 

“Given the appallingly low vacancy in rental properties and the inflated market here, it is essential to 
look at ways of getting people into secure and affordable housing,” . . .  

It sounds like a very interesting scheme.  The article states - 

. . . houses would be sold through a 20-year no-interest loan, with home buyers paying just a $500 
deposit and offering 500 hours of “sweat equity”. 

“It’s whatever they’re capable of doing, be it laying bricks, clearing the block or helping to bang nails,” 
she said. 

The article also points out that - 

There was a strong need for affordable housing in WA. 

What has it come to when charitable organisations have to take an initiative such as this to assist the 
disadvantaged people of Western Australia to purchase an affordable house?  I think it is commendable that this 
organisation is doing this.  It is proving, as a non-government organisation, that something can be done to get 
people into affordable houses.  The issue requires some action, and I argue that this government and, quite 
frankly, previous governments, have failed to address this issue.  Secure housing is not an option; it has to be 
provided to people if we are to be able to say that we are providing people with their basic requirements.  If 
secure, affordable housing is not provided to those who clearly cannot otherwise afford it - there is an increasing 
homelessness trend - the social ramifications are enormous, particularly for children.  This is a huge area of 
unmet need and I call for a non-party political approach to try to resolve this issue.  There are stacks of money in 
the state.  We need to do something to ensure that people can be provided with housing. 
Debate interrupted, pursuant to standing orders. 

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 7.30 pm 
 


